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Between 50 and 70% of the annual U.S. catch 
of yellowfin tuna in the eastern t ropical Pacif
ic comes from schools associated with por
poise (u n pub 1 ish e d data, Inter - American 
Tropical Tuna Commission). Tuna primarily 
associate with two species, the so-called 
"spotters" and "spinners." At times, they 
maybe found in the company of a third species, 
which fishermen call "whitebellies" (Perrin, 
1968,1969,1970; Green, Perrin and P etrich, 
1971). Once the seinehasbeenset and pursed 
around a school of porpoise and the assoc iated 
tuna, the problem arise s of releasing the 
porpoise unharmed without losing the fish . 

In the interest of disseminating informa
tion that will contribute to conservation of 
the porpoise stocks, this pdper presents a 
detailed account of the equipment and methods 
used by one seiner that has attained a high 
degree of success inremoving porpoise from 
its net. 

VESSEL AND EQUIPMENT 

The specifications of the vessel and its 
net skiff follow: 

Length 
Beam 
Depth 
Engine 
Hull 
Year of con

struction 
Brine well 

capacity 

Vessel 

165 ft (50 .4 m) 
34 ft (10.4 m) 
17 ft ( 5.2 m) 

2800 hp 
Steel 

1970 

650 short tons 

Net skiff 

31 ft (9.5 m) 
18 ft (5.5 m) 
5ft(1 .5m) 

250 hp 
Steel 

1970 

The main purse winch on this vessel was 
a Marcomode11072 built by the Marco Corpo
ration, Seattle, Washingt on. It was driven by 
a 333 hp Caterpiller diesel engine coupled to 
a Vickers hydraulic system providing 1500 psi 
at 70 gallons per minute. The Marco 42 -inch 

diameter power block was integrated illto th, 
same hydraulic system. 

The Net 

The net used by this seiner was hung 570 
fathoms long and about 52 fathoms de p U1 

1970; since then, it has shrunk toapprOxl
mately 540 fathoms by 48 fathoms. The baslc 
construction was described by Mc. 'eely III 
1961--with the exceptions that the net was 
nine strips deep, and the bunt sections at the' 
bunt end and at the single cutting strip at half 
net were made with number 96 twine. Th1S 
net lacked the Medina escape panel of 2 -lllCh 
webbing to prevent porpoise entanglement, 
which is currently being adopted by many 
boats in the U.S. fleet. 

METHODS 

The technology of tuna purse seining In 
general and "porpoise -fishing" in particular 
has previously been described (Green, et aI., 
1971). The following pertains to details of 
operation that bear on efficiency in removing 
porpoise from the net alive. 

When the porpoise school has been bunchf!d 
as tightly as possible, and the school IS 
stopped or running generally upwind, the s t 
is made in a slightly cross and downwind dI
rection. Setting in this manne r keeps the wind 
on the stern port qual"ter of the vessel w~il 
the net is being pursed, and the net stays op n 
nicely. Even with a fairly strong current, 
setting with the wind on the port side, com
bined with the pulling of the net skiff, will 
usually keep the boat from drifting into the n t. 

While the net is being pursed, there 1S a 
tendency for the slack corkline and \.,.ebbin 
to wrap around the bow and stern of ·he boat. 
This forms bags or pockets where porpOls 
may become trapped. The bow bend pocket 
is eliminated as it forms by pulling thre 40-
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Fig. 1 Rolling net causes the stern of the boat to move into the net (double arrow) so that the skiff tows parallel to the axis 
of the boat, and the resulting movement is backward in a large clockwise semicircle (solid b lack arrow). 
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Fig. 2 _ The general motion of the vessel and net through the water during the set is a tightening clockwise spiral with b a c kin g 
down taking place in a final tight circle. 
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fathom "bunches" in the bow corkline. The 
bunches are pulled in such a way that, as the 
purse rings rise to the surface, the corkline 
is fairly s t r a i g h t from the top of the third 
bunch to the area of corkline that will sink 
when the propoise are released . Aft e r the 
centerpiece of the purse cable starts to come 
aboard, the 60-fathom tow -line from the net 
skiff is transferred to a pad eye on the stern 
of the boat, and the stern is pulled clear of 
the stern bag in the net (Figure 1). 

By the time the r i n gsa reo n the ring 
stripper (see Green, et al., 1971), the stern 
should be clear of the net. Then net can be 
"rolled" onto the boat, thus reducing its cir
cumference. The net is rolled as rapidly as 
possible to reduce the time the porpoise must 
spend within the net, as well as to pull the 
stern of the boat into the net. The action of 
the net skiff pulling as shown ( Fig u r e 1 ) 
c au s e s the boat to move astern in a large 
clockwise semicircle, keeping the corkline 
straight out to the "backing down" area. 

'Cork-Tender' Skiff 

A man in a "cork-tender" skiff remains at 
the corkline during the set to retrieve the bow 
bun c h lines and to keep the porpoise away 
from the corkline or from any pockets that 
may form. As the net is rolled, the cork
tender circles in the stern bend of the corkline 
to keep porpoise away from the net as it is 
pulled out of the water. 

The power block is adjusted so that it rolls 
the net eve n 1 y. In other words, the chain 
comes aboard as fast as the corkline, so 
there is no 11balloon" of excess webbing below 
the corkline in the area where the corks will 
sink. When such a balloon develops, the por
poise may become trapped outside the cork
line and unable to surface. 

Twenty to 30 fathoms before the "half -net" 
marker comes aboard, the cap t a i n goes to 
the port-side throttle and steering controls. 
The net skiff now comes to the port side and 
begins towing at an angle of approximate ly 
800 to the main axis of the boat. The captain 
starts the boat astern slowly, giving it left 
full rudder and, as the half-net marker comes 
aboard, the net begins to stretch out evenly. 
This puts tension on the webbing a nd clos e s 
the meshes as much as possib le- -befo r e the 
porpoise start coming in contact with the walls 
of the net - - and prevent s a great de al of the 
e ntanglement that 0 t he r wi s e m i ght occur. 

This marks the beg inn in g of the 11backin g 
down " process. 

After an additional 10 to 50 fa thoms of net 
have come aboard, the exact amount depending 
on the number of porpoise, th e captain o r de rs 
the net secured with the choking winch. The 
cork-tender now moves to the a re a where the 
corks will sink during back - down and attache s 
a line to the corkline so that he may pull it to 
the surface when the tuna approach that are a . 
The motor of the cork-tender must be s hut off 
to avoid scaring the porpoise away from the 
opening. 

Signal Tuna Clear of Corkline 

After the net is choked, the net-tender skiff 
III pOSition, and the boat he ad e d astern so 
that the net is stretched out evenly, the man 
in the cork-tender signals when the tuna are 
clear of the corkline and headed towards the 
boat. Upon this signal, the captain opens the 
throttle approximately 1/ to 1 /3 and begins to 
back the boat around in a tight clockwise circle 
(Figure 2), always watching to see that the 
corkline does not sink more than 2 to 3 feet. 
If the fish turn and head back toward the far 
end of the net, the man in the cork - ten de r 
pulls the cor k 1 i n e to the surface, and the 
cap t a incloses the throttle . When the fish 
start back towards the boat again, the signal 
is given and the process is repeated until as 
many porpoise as possible are out of the net. 
Throughout this operation, the net skiff is 
pull i n g the seiner at full power at a sharp 
angle on the port side. Patience in this oper
ation is rewarded by time and labor s aved in 
brailing and in sorting out the porpoise from 
tri~ tuna by hand. 

Noise Diverts Reluctant Porpois e 

At times, at the sta r t of b a c kin g down, 
no i s e is generated nea r th e third corkline 
bunch to divert relucta nt porpoise away from 
the vessel into the ba cking -down area of the 
net. If a pocket of porpoise develops under 
the corkline, they c an som e times be disen
tangl ed by releasing 5 to 10 fathoms of c ork
line from the th i rd bunch and continuing to 
bac k d own. The boat (and net) are never 
a llowed to come to a c om p 1 e t e stop while 
ba cking down because stopping would take the 
tension off the webbing and allow the meshes 
to ope n up . If th e m eshes open, ·the porpoise 
m a y get their snouts or flippers into the open
ing, whe re they are held se c urely when the 
boat backs up a gain and the webbing tightens. 



When all but the last few entangled por
poise have been released, the third bunch line 
is let go. This causes slack across the webbing 
and corkline sothat the sunken corkline rises 
immediately. The cork-tender is now free to 
work his way down the corkline and pull the 
remaining live porpoise out of the net. 

When the last half of the net has been rolled 
aboard, and while the bunt end is being II sacked 
up, II if any porpoise remain in the net, one 
of the net skiff crew hangs a small aluminum 
platform over the side of the skiff next to the 
sack and removes them, In a substantial pro
portion of sets, all t he porpoise are success
fully removed by the combination of the 
backing down process and the cork tender. 

In general, during bad weather or when 
a gear malfunction or "roll-Up" (webbing 
wrapped around the purse rings slowing pur
sing procedure) occurs, every effort is made 
to roll enough net aboard to permit backing 
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down as soon as possible. If adjustments to 
the net or gear must be made, the net skiff 
driver tows the boat in such a way as to keep 
the corkline stretched out evenly from the 
bow of the boat to the back-down area. 

Efficiency and Speed Important 

Efficiency and speed are very important 
to the entire operation. Average time spent 
by the vessel discussed here during three 
recent cruises was calculated for the 
"critical" time periods. It was found that 53 
minutes, on the average, were required from 
the time the net was let go to the beginning 
of the backingdownprocess. An average of 37 
minutes elapsed from beginning of the set 
until the purse rings were on the ring stripper. 
Another 16 minutes were required for rolling 
net to the back -down position. These average s 
include sets made in adverse conditions of 
weather and sets on a wide range of porpoise 
school sizes. 
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